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A B S T R A C T

In recent years, mobile devices have witnessed an exceptional surge in web browsing, emerging as the primary
information source. Developers, however, struggle to cater to every user’s needs, compelling users to customize
web content. Moreover, mobile interactions, including URL typing, scrolling, tapping, and tab-switching, are
more cumbersome due to limited screen size, leading to an unpleasant web experience. Web Augmentation
offers a solution by enhancing the user experience, reducing interactions, and meeting information needs.
We introduce MAWA, a Firefox mobile extension that empowers users to adapt websites. Results demonstrate
MAWA’s effectiveness in reducing interactions, battery consumption, and information retrieval time.
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. Motivation and significance

The proliferation of mobile phones and web applications has led to
surge in web users, making mobile traffic a dominant force on the

nternet [1]. As a consequence, there is a growing need for customized
eb experiences tailored to individual preferences [2].

Web Augmentation (WA) emerges as a vital technique, enabling
nd-users to personalize websites without requiring extensive program-
ing skills [3]. WA, as initially coined by Bouvin in 1999, involves

nhancing web pages by adding or modifying content through user-
riendly tools integrated into web browsers or servers [4]. Among
arious methods for implementing WA, visual programming techniques
re popular due to their simplicity and effectiveness [5].
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End-User Development (EUD) encompasses methods, tools, and
techniques enabling non-professional users to create, modify, or ex-
tend software artifacts [6]. WA aligns with the principles of EUD,
allowing gradual implementation and adaptation by end-users [7]. This
approach holds promise for mobile users, who share concerns with
desktop users regarding web accessibility and usability [8].

Responsive Web Design (RWD), initially developed to adapt web-
sites from desktop to mobile, faces challenges in preserving user ex-
perience and avoiding usability issues [9]. Personalization techniques,
although valuable, might not always accurately anticipate individual
preferences [10]. WA, on the other hand, empowers users to make
specific adjustments themselves, reducing issues like excessive scrolling
and tapping [11,12].
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Fig. 1. MAWA data model.

The problem stems from the impracticality of developing a unique
web version for each user and the limitations of RWD [13]. Several
causes contribute to this challenge: the prohibitive cost of individual-
ized web versions, the impossibility of foreseeing all user requirements,
the lack of programming skills among end-users, and the inherent
limitations of small screens on mobile devices [14–17].

These challenges result in various consequences, including increased
scrolling [18] and tapping [19], frequent tab-switching [20], difficul-
ties in managing multiple open tabs [21], errors in URL typing [22],
heightened battery consumption [23], longer search times [24], clut-
tered navigation [25], and the display of unnecessary or hidden con-
tent [26]. These issues collectively undermine the user experience and
hinder efficient web browsing on mobile devices. In order to mitigate
these issues, we have developed a browser extension, MAWA.

2. Software description

This section introduces the architecture of MAWA and its function-
alities.

2.1. Software architecture

The data model of MAWA is depicted in Fig. 1. This architecture
comprises five distinct components: MAWA, Node, LocationPoint, Ac-
tions, and Update. The software is implemented in JavaScript and stores
all essential information required for correct execution in the browser’s
local storage in JSON format.

MAWA component serves as the central element of the model,
storing key information such as the web page’s address where the
automation process initiates, an identification (ID) for augmentation,
and a URL indicating when the augmentation process should take
effect.

Nodes encompass web elements from both third-party sites and local
elements, which can be inserted, removed, or relocated within the
adapted web page.

LocationPoint utilizes a web locator to uniquely identify nodes
within the Document Object Model (DOM) [27]. This component
collects the locator that specifies where the element should be inserted
into the adapted web page.

Actions describe whether the augmented node is local or external,
and it also stores the locator for moving or removing the component.
When a node requires removal, the visible element attribute is set to
true. For nodes that should not be updated, HTML elements store the

node’s content. Conversely, when updating a node is necessary, the
extension saves this value to facilitate the update process.

The Update component collects the locator in XPath format, deter-
mining from which point to extract the node when the user intends
to update the content. Additionally, it contains the URL specifying the
source from which this node should be extracted.

2.2. Software functionalities

MAWA is a Firefox Nightly browser extension,1 one of the few
mobile browsers that accepts installing extensions. Once the application
is installed, the user must double-tap to enact the application. Once
the augmentation has been performed, every time that the user visits
the modified website, the extension automatically executes the aug-
mentation process performing all the changes. An example has been
accomplished using all the actions allowed in MAWA. All the needed
actions are described in Table 1. It is described how to add, move and
remove elements from the ‘‘The Boston Globe’’ website.2 Fig. 2A show
the initial state and 2B shows the final state of this website after using
MAWA. Table 2 illustrates the number of actions, battery consumption,
rendering time and execution time needed with and without MAWA to
perform the example. The reduction of this metrics in performed thanks
to three actions (move, remove and add nodes):

2.2.1. Scrolling reduction
The size of mobile screens means that the content of web pages

is structured in such a way that the user has to scroll frequently. By
moving all the nodes that the user consults to the top of the web page,
the user does not have to scroll to consult that information.

2.2.2. Tapping, tab-switching, branching and URL typing reduction
Web browsing is more complex on a mobile phone than on a laptop.

Opening a new tab to search for additional information makes mobile
browsing more complex and requires the user to make many taps to
perform the action. Adding content that the user needs on another web
page eliminates the need for the user to open a new tab, type the URL,
tab-switching and all the taps associated with this action.

1 https://addons.mozilla.org/es/firefox/addon/mawa/
2 https://youtu.be/pULYEBtXmOs
2
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Fig. 2. Initial website (A, on the left) and final version after using MAWA (B, on the right).

Table 1
Description of MAWA actions.

Action Description

Enact menu The menu is enacted each time the user double-taps on the mobile phone screen. Fig. 3A shows the menu for the first time. The ‘‘New’’ option allows
starting modifying the current page. ‘‘Mineit’’ allows copying and saves an element of the current page to be able to insert it later, and ‘‘Cancel’’ allows
continuing browsing. This option is useful every time the user unintentionally double-taps. In Fig. 3B it is shown the MAWA menu when we are
augmenting a web page. ‘‘Save’’ allows recording the changes made by the user, reloading the page and executing the page augmentation. Fig. 3C shows
the MAWA menu after executing the augmentation. The ‘‘Update’’ option allows the user to continue modifying the web page, and ‘‘Remove’’ allows the
user to remove the augmentation and reload the page to remove the changes made.

Select nodes When augmenting a web page, the user can select the nodes on the page by simply tapping on them. At that moment, the background of the node
becomes a reddish color and top, bottom and side arrows are added. These arrows allow the user to select nodes that are difficult to select by tapping
on them. The upper arrow allows selecting the father node of the current node. The bottom arrow, selects the first child node of the current node. The
side nodes allow the user to select brother nodes, the left arrow selects the previous node and the right arrow the next node. If the selected node has no
parents, children or siblings, the corresponding arrows do not appear. We can see examples in Figs. 4 and 6.

Remove nodes Once a node is selected, the user must tap on the ‘‘X’’ at the top-right margin of the selected node and the node will be deleted. The example is shown
in Fig. 4.

Move nodes When a node is selected, it can be moved by drag&drop. In Fig. 5B it is shown that when the node is moved, the purple background indicates where
the node will be inserted. Once dropped, Fig. 5C shows how the node is relocated (in this case to the top of the web page).

Mine Nodes Once the user taps on the ‘‘Mineit’’ option in the menu, he/she can select a node and save a copy to be inserted later in a page to be augmented. On
this occasion, all the selected nodes have a ‘‘Copy’’ button (see Fig. 6A) which, once tapped, asks the user to introduce a name (see Fig. 6B). Once the
name is accepted, the page returns to its natural state and MAWA saves a copy of the node.

Insert nodes In order to insert a new node from another page into the current page, the user must tap on the ‘‘+’’ button, which is located at the top-right of the
web page. Once tapped, all saved elements are displayed (see Fig. 7A). Once the desired button is tapped, the page goes back to the page that is being
augmented and once tapped on the screen, the node is inserted at that place. These nodes can be constant (the user wants the content to be always the
same) or they can be dynamic (the content should be updated with the current content). The content inserted in Fig. 7 is a Boston weather element. The
content must be updated as the weather varies every day. Once tapped on ‘‘Update’’ (see Fig. 7B), the background of the node turns green (see Fig. 7C)
and this will provoke that in the augmentation process, MAWA will update its content. Otherwise, the content will always remain constant.

2.2.3. Battery time reduction and rendering increase
Battery consumption is important in any mobile device. The screen

is what causes the battery to decrease the most [28]. For this reason,
the time the user needs to consult the information must decrease. By
removing content from the web page, the user only has the information
he wants and discards the information that is not useful to him/her.
Adding and moving content also helps to reduce the time of use. The
consequence is that the time needed to render the page increases.

3. Related works

This contribution has been previously published in the INTER-
ACT conference [29], showcasing its recognition within the academic

community and its adherence to rigorous peer-review standards. The
conference venue served as a platform for disseminating this research,
enabling it to reach a broader audience. The acceptance and presenta-
tion of this work at this conference affirm its scholarly significance and
its potential to contribute to the ongoing discourse in the respective
domain of study.

4. Impact overview

Numerous contributions related to WA have surfaced in recent
years. A comprehensive survey [30] delves into the characteristics
of WA tools, analyzing tools developed from 2010 to 2022. WA has
demonstrated its versatility in aiding end-users across diverse domains.
3
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Table 2
Number of actions completed by users in mobile phones without MAWA and with MAWA.
Scroll Tap Tab-switching Branching URL typing Battery consumption (mAh) Rendering cost (ms) Time (s)

Without MAWA

2 6 2 1 1 22.8 1281 78

With MAWA

1 0 0 0 0 1.6 1469 10

Fig. 3. MAWA extension menus for Web Augmentation.

Fig. 4. Removing the first news from the website.

A burgeoning domain for WA is mobile browsers; mobile extensions
have only become feasible in recent years. The unique challenges posed
by smaller screens and intricate interactions make WA tools particularly
valuable in reducing user interactions, minimizing errors, changing the
layout and expediting information retrieval. To minimize interactions,
it is common practice to introduce new functionalities [31] while also

reducing the occurrence of errors in web interactions [32–34]. Incorpo-
rating content from alternative origins [35–37] is a frequent occurrence
in the context of WA, and it is especially crucial in the realm of mobile
WA, given the limitations imposed by smaller screens. Furthermore, the
page layout is typically adjusted to cater to user preferences [38,39].
The visual style can also undergo modifications through the integration
4
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Fig. 5. Moving news from the bottom to the top of the website.

Fig. 6. Mining foreign content to be inserted in the augmented website afterward.

of content from diverse sources [40]. An 50% of web page revis-
itation [41] justifies the importance of the personalization of this
content [42].

Our research on MAWA significantly contributes to the community
by addressing challenges in mobile web browsing, enhancing user ex-
perience, and empowering end-users through WA. The impact extends
to potential advancements in the broader field of mobile browser exten-
sions, paving the way for future research in improving customization,
reducing user interactions, and optimizing battery consumption for a
more efficient mobile browsing landscape.

In the present day, the Firefox mobile browser holds the seventh
position in global usage, accounting for 0.51% of the market share.3
The option to employ browser extensions on mobile devices has only

3 https://gs.statcounter.com/browser-market-share/mobile/worldwide

recently become available, and other browsers are also considering
enabling this feature. Consequently, in the near future, it is expected
that this extension will become compatible with various other web
browsers.

5. Limitations and future work

The primary constraint of this tool pertains to a recurring issue:
webpage updates. These modifications disrupt the efficacy of the meth-
ods employed to pinpoint desired nodes, resulting in locator failures
and halted automation. In our forthcoming endeavors, we aim to in-
corporate mechanisms that enhance the durability of locators [43–47].
Additionally, we intend to explore and develop strategies for further
prolonging locator longevity.

As part of future endeavors, we aspire to delve into the realm
of security and privacy in Mobile WA. Our focus will include the
5
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Fig. 7. Adding mined content into the augmented website.

exploration of cutting-edge encryption techniques and the development
of robust privacy controls within MAWA, paving the way for enhanced
user data protection.

6. Conclusions

The surge in mobile web browsing has created challenges as web-
sites struggle to adapt to various screen sizes, primarily designed for
desktops. This mismatch between design priorities and user needs leads
to issues like increased scrolling, tapping, and longer action times,
resulting in higher battery consumption for mobile users.

To address these challenges, we introduced MAWA, a Firefox mobile
browser extension. MAWA’s development offers promise for enhancing
mobile web browsing and addressing the evolving needs of users in an
increasingly mobile-centric digital landscape. MAWA empowers users
to customize websites by removing unnecessary content, repositioning
elements to reduce scrolling, and adding new content. Our evaluation
showed that MAWA significantly improves the mobile browsing expe-
rience, reducing battery consumption by 92.98% and user interactions
by 91.66%, while decreasing action completion time by 87.18%.

Finally, mobile browsers generally lack extension support. Adding
extension support would make MAWA and other extensions more ac-
cessible and provide their benefits to a wider audience.
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